
Little Kingshill vs HURLEY 1XI – 3rd July 2010 
  

LITTLE KINGSHILL 
A Parry b Cole 1 

D Kandhan Not out 90 

D Kornish c Moore b Cole 0 

S Emmerson c Hunjan b Forrest 43 

T Rogers b Forrest 18 

R Ramseen c Cole b Forrest 5 

I Illyas c Day b Ridgeway 5 

A Guvinder b Ridgeway 2 

A Chick c Ridgeway b Brown 22 

 Extras 28 

 Total 214ao 

 

M Cole  8-0-44-2 P Ridgeway 11-2-42-2 

N Akhtar 10-1-35-0 D Forrest 10-2-20-3 

D Wright 3-0-25-0 R Brown 2-1-7-1 

P Hunjan 2-0-19-0  

 

HURLEY 
D Simoes c & b Ramseen 46 

T Moore c Guvinder b Emmerson 0 

P Hunjan b Emmerson 40 

R Brown b Emmerson 12 

D Wright b Illyas 5 

P Todd c & b Ramseen 8 

P Ridgeway c Parry b Illyas 25 

D Day b Ramseen 0 

N Akhtar c Illyas b Kornish 33 

D Forrest Not out 7 

M Cole Not out 15 

   Extras   24 

  Total    215-9 

 

Hurley rocked up to Little Kingshill in brilliantly hot conditions but made heavy weather of beating the 9 

men of the opposition who had little choice but to bat as their side dribbled up for the match. Panic 

soon ensued as Mike Cole (2-44) sent back Parry (1) and skipper Kornish (0) in the 5th over with the 

score on 8. But Kandhan (90not) and Simon Emmerson (43) set about taking advantage of the fast 

outfield and short boundaries to add 100 in 15 overs. Hurley dispensed with seam and turned to their 

reliable spin pairing of Phil Ridgeway (2-42) and Dave Forrest (3-20) and it was Forrest that made the 

immediate breakthrough surprising Emmerson with his leg spin as he offered a simple catch to Hunjan 

at cover. From 132-3, the home side disappeared to 147-7 as spin sent Little Kingshill into a tail spin. 

One more player for the home side appeared too late to qualify for the match in the 30th over which 

seemed to cause the home side some bad feeling as skipper Cole enforced the League rules. 

Kandhan provided an excellent foundation for the home side to post a competitive score hatching 

an unlikely final wicket stand of 67 with Tony Chick (22) who still had the energy after preparing the 

wicket and setting up the clubhouse before the match in the absence of any team mates. Chick 

finally could not resist the spin of Ross Brown (1-7) and Ridgeway took a good catch in the deep to 

bring the home side’s innings to a close on 214. 

 

 With 54 overs and a sloping outfield which makes the ball run away on one side and gaps in the field, 

a target of 215 to win should not have been a problem; but Tim Moore fell in the second over to 

Emmerson (3-42) and Hurley edged to 23 from the first 10 overs as Emmerson and Kornish (1-46) 

caused problems. Pav Hunjan (40) plundered the change bowlers before Emmerson removed him in 

the 20th over with the score on 70. Ross Brown (12) played some delightful shots before he fell in similar 

fashion and then Hurley hit the self destruct. Darryn Wright (5) had a wild swipe at Illyas (2-37) and 



Dave Simoes and Paul Todd both drove fiercely back to Ramseen (3-50) who plucked good catches 

before Dennis Day was bowled first ball. From 99-2 Hurley almost capitulated to 127-7. Phil Ridgeway 

(25) in unfamiliar territory in the middle order and Naeem Akhtar (33) steadied things if not nerves with 

an 8th wicket stand of 60 to lift Hurley to 187 before both fell in quick succession to almost identical 

shots. At 191-9 Hurley were still well short, but Forrest (7not) and Mike Cole (15not) steered the visitors to 

needing 5 off the last over. Skipper Cole drove a 4 back over the bowler and then cut a single to 

leave Hurley marginal victors by 1 wicket and 2 balls.    


